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Pursuant to sections 1207 and 1712 of Title 20 of the California Code of Regulations, Californians for Renewable Energy, Inc. (“CARE”) petitions to intervene in this proceeding. Section 1207(a) grants “any person” the right to file a petition to intervene which sets forth “the grounds for the intervention, the position and interest of the petitioner in the proceeding, the extent to which the petitioner desires to participate in the proceedings, and the name, address, and telephone number of the petitioner.” Section 1207(c) provides that the “presiding member may grant leave to intervene to any petitioner to the extent he deems reasonable and relevant . . . .”

The Genesis Solar Energy Project proposes the construction, maintenance, and operation of two 125 megawatt (MW) solar electric generating facilities in Riverside County. The project will directly affect CARE’s members’ interests. CARE wishes to have an opportunity to demonstrate this poorly designed renewable energy power plant will adversely impact the environment with noise and visual intrusion, water and soil pollution, and destruction of archaeological or wildlife habitat areas.

The Palen Mountains are very sacred and in nahuatl they are called "Hue-Hue-Talpallan" which means Hue (Ancient), Hue (Ancient), Talpallan (Reddish Earth) altogether this means "The Ancient, Ancient Reddish Earth" where the Creator Quetzalcoatl descends at sun down.

When you see the section in the center of the Palen Mountains you can see that it has a large image of a wrinkled reddish face looking towards the west. At the base of the Palen Mountains there is a large arroyo that has a large rectangular 20x40 foot wall that is facing west and among the petroglyphs is the image of the creator descending together with Xolotl "the dog." This is the place where the creator in the image of Kokopilli goes to the under-world.

The trail that leads to and from the petroglyphs of the Palen Arroyo meets with the trail that comes from the petroglyphs of the McCoy Springs (from the east) and they meet somewhere near the proposed site or directly on the site. The junction of the two trails, lead to Desert Center and 4.7 miles west of Desert
Center is where the 13 monuments are located. They represent "13 Acatl" which is the top section of the Aztec Sun Stone Calendar.

CARE was an intervenor with a grant of financial hardship in the 99-AFC-8 Blythe I and 02-AFC-1 Blythe II Combined Cycle, Blythe Energy LLC. CARE has several members who are farm workers (who are union members), low-income, people of color, and native peoples whose water and cultural resources will be adversely impacted if the project as proposed is constructed.

CARE has an interest in the economic and environmental impacts of the Genesis Solar Energy Project.

CARE intends to participate fully (within its limited financial resources to do so) in all phases of this proceeding. Filings should be served on CARE by e-mail to the persons listed below:

Michael E. Boyd – President, CAilifornians for Renewable Energy, Inc. (CARE) 5439 Soquel Dr. Soquel, CA 95073-2659 Tel: (408) 891-9677 michaelboyd@sbcglobal.net

Alfredo Figueroa
424 North Carlton
Blythe, CA 92225
Tel: (760) 922-6422 LaCunaDeAztlan@aol.com

For the foregoing reasons, CARE respectfully requests that the Commission grant its petition to intervene in this proceeding, and allow CARE to participate as a party.

Respectfully submitted,

Lynne Brown Vice-President CAilifornians for Renewable Energy, Inc. (CARE) Resident, Bayview Hunters Point 24 Harbor Road San Francisco, CA 94124 E-mail: l_brown369@yahoo.com
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